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For pure practice at an unbelievable price, you can't beat the 10 Actual series. Each book
includes: 10 previously administered LSATs, an answer key for each test, a writing sample for
each test,score-conversion tables, and sample Comparative Reading questions and
explanations.

About the AuthorFor 80 years, Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students
grow their knowledge, skills and confidence so they can be their best on Test Day. Our prep
books and online resources provide the expert guidance that students need at every step of
their educational journey – incorporating years of test-specific data and strategies tested by
Kaplan students and our own expert psychometricians. After helping millions of students, we
know what works. Our guides deliver knowledge with clarity and simplicity while focusing on the
specialized strategies that keep test-takers ahead of the clock and at the top of their game.We
offer preparation for more than 90 standardized tests – including entrance exams for secondary
school, college, and graduate school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys,
physicians, and nurses. With a full array of self-paced and live online courses, as well as print
books and mobile apps, you can use Kaplan to study on your own schedule and at your own
speed. Kaplan’s private tutors and admissions consultants supplement those offerings with one-
on-one support.
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Larkin "180 Degrees LSAT" Robson, “Old tests-Worthwhile but be careful. This book contains 10
real, actual LSAT tests that were administered between 1992 and 1995. These tests are helpful
but you MUST be careful with parts of the test.1. The Logical Reasoning sections in these tests
SHOULD NOT BE DONE. At all. They are similar in type, scope, and topic to the modern
questions, but they are looser. Less logical. It took some time for the makers of the LSAT to
learn how to write very high quality questions. The reason this matters is because LR questions
are a fusion of logic and english and if the english is a bit off, one can misinterpret how to look at
the questions.2. The Logical Games section is also very different, however all of the games in
this book should be done. That being said, they should be done LAST, after you have mastered
the more modern types (linear/grouping/combo) games. This is because the games are mostly
predictable and you want to spend much of your time learning the predictable aspects of the
games. However the makers of the LSAT are constantly changing and shifting the test, so you
also need to spend some time with less predictable/weird games, which these are.3) Reading
Comprehension is much the same although, if possible, it is preferable to stick to later tests.If
you want to learn more about this test, or others, go to 180degreeslsat.com”

Dolmanet, “Great way to practice/review for LSAT. I would highly recommend taking as many
practice tests with review as possible before taking the actual test. I used this practice set as a
sub for real practice tests because it has some of the most recent exams. Test under timed
conditions. Review (without looking at answers) untimed. Review looking at answers and
explanations. Repeat.”

Bluelixir, “Good for casual, low stress practice. I got this one because it's cheaper than the other
versions. It's as old as the mountains but it makes for good casual, no-stress practice for early
stage review. They are in my opinion generally *easier*, less trickier and more straightforward
than the more recent sets of test. If you're just starting out and you got alot of time left before
taking the LSAT this is a good intro practice book.”

Columbia26, “Best Book for Practice Tests. I bought several of these books to help me study for
the LSAT. I found that taking these tests and understanding why I answered a question wrong
were great ways to help me prepare. This book is better than the made-up tests that most major
test-prep companies use {you can tell an immediate difference}. I felt less stress knowing that I
had practiced with the real tests and it made test day a lot easier. One thing, I would do is
practice more of the recent tests closer to the actual testing date. I did the opposite and wish I
had used the more recent tests.”

katie maxwell, “Above and Beyond. Amazing and they even gave me a few extra books to
practice for free and wrote me a kind note of encouragement for the test. Just wonderful.”



Mark H., “Great Prep (if you need it). This book is excellent for LSAT preparation. However, some
of the questions are noticeably different from those on recent LSATs. If you wish to take as many
tests as you can or if you would prefer to start your preparations with older tests, buy this book. If
you only plan to take 10 Preptests before your test, buy a more recent set.”

Andrew Botz, “The Best Way to Study. The Powerscore bibles are great for understanding how
to tackle the different type of questions, but at the end of the day nothing is going to prepare you
for the LSAT as well as these official practice tests!These ones are particularly good because
they are from more recent LSAT exams, so they reflect some minor but important changes: there
are new variations of comprehension questions in here that you WILL see on the exam. Given
the stress/time crunch on the day of the test, you don't want to come across anything you haven't
seen before.These preptests were a powerful studying tool, and I blame them for me ending up
in law school. Get your hands on as many different preptests as you can.Official prep tests +
Powerscore Bibles + Stopwatch + Coffee + Hard Work = Good LSAT score = Law school”

MAHIN, “Helpful. I passed my exam with good score”

Paul Labelle, “Five Stars. Excellent teaching aid.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. lived up to my expectation with the content I had been
looking for.”

The book by The Princeton Review has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 253 people have provided
feedback.
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